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Abstract: We demonstrated the relationships between elemental carbon (EC) and EC fractions during
evolved gas analysis (EGA) for PM2.5 sampled at KOREATECH from 29 March 2018 to 12 May
2018. The EC concentrations were compared to the concentrations of equivalent black carbon to
confirm that the level of EC concentrations analyzed in this study was valid. Among various EC
fractions and their combination, EC1+EC3 fractions were best correlated with the EC concentrations.
Especially, dominant EC fraction was related with the dependence of carbon oxidation quantity
on the oxidation temperature. We also examined the relationships between pyrolytic carbon (PyC)
and EC concentration with respect to the split time. PyC was correlated with the split time in the
phase of oxygen-helium mixture. PyC was close to zero for the split time in the helium phase. It is
novel, as far as the authors know, that the correlation between PyC and the split time under NIOSH
5040 protocol was reported with regard to EGA. We believe that our study helps to identify what
causes uncertainty in the quantification of PyC.
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1. Introduction

Particulate matter (PM) which is composed of carbonaceous aerosols, ions, and el-
emental components affects not only human health but also climate change [1–6]. Car-
bonaceous aerosols such as organic carbon (OC) and elemental carbon (EC) have been
measured and quantified by an evolved gas analysis (EGA) among various analytic meth-
ods [7–11]. Thermal-optical analysis, one of the EGA methods, uses different responses
of light-absorbing carbonaceous aerosols to the temperatures of collected samples. The
sample is analyzed in a helium (He) phase and a helium-oxygen (He-Ox) phase. In the He
phase, the OC components collected on the filter are volatilized by increasing the tempera-
ture step by step under a helium atmosphere. In the next phase (He-Ox phase), the EC on
the filter is oxidized at various temperatures with helium-oxygen mixture. The OC and
EC components volatized from the filter are oxidized to carbon dioxide and then reduced
to methane. Eventually, the reduced methane concentration is measured to quantify the
amount of OC and EC. OC is mostly measured by volatilization from the filter at the He
phase, but some of the OC is carbonized or pyrolyzed. Then, they remain volatile on the
filter. This is called as the pyrolyzed carbon or pyrolytic carbon (PyC), which absorbs light
as EC does. Usually, PyC is oxidized in the He-Ox phase and is recognized as if it were EC.
Therefore, it is important to carefully calculate PyC for better quantification of OC and EC.
The optical attenuation measurement is commonly used to determine PyC. The intensity
of transmitted or reflected light is continuously monitored during analysis, in which the
intensity decreases by the PyC and then increases by the oxidation of PyC again. The
point at which the intensity of transmitted or reflected light becomes equal to the intensity
at the start of analysis is defined as the split time. PyC is artificially calculated from the
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EC fractions from the beginning of the He-Ox phase to the split point. The measurement
of OC and EC depends on analysis protocols in which the temperature profiles and the
thermal decomposition correction methods are defined in different ways from each other.
The analysis protocols include Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environment
(IMPROVE), National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH 5040), Eu-
ropean Supersites for Atmospheric Aerosol Research (EUSAAR) and Specification Trans
Network (STN), a modification of NIOSH temperature protocols [10–13]. Each protocol
has a different operating temperature profile as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Details of various protocols for OC/EC analysis [10,11,13–15].

Step/Gas IMPROVE-A
Temp.

NIOSH 5040
Temp./Duration

EUSAAR2
Temp./Duration

OC1/He 140 ◦C 310 ◦C/80 s 200 ◦C/120 s
OC2/He 280 ◦C 475 ◦C/60 s 300 ◦C/150 s
OC3/He 480 ◦C 615 ◦C/60 s 450 ◦C/180 s
OC4/He 580 ◦C 870 ◦C/90 s 650 ◦C/180 s

– Cool down/45 s Cool down/30 s

EC1/O2+He 580 ◦C 550 ◦C/45 s 500 ◦C/120 s
EC2/O2+He 740 ◦C 625 ◦C/45 s 550 ◦C/120 s
EC3/O2+He 840 ◦C 700 ◦C/45 s 700 ◦C/70 s
EC4/O2+He 775 ◦C/45 s 850 ◦C/80 s
EC5/O2+He 850 ◦C/45 s
EC6/O2+He 870 ◦C/120 s

Equivalent black carbon (eBC) concentration is usually measured by filter-based
optical transmittance instruments such as an aethalometer, and its limitation has been
updated [14]. A multi-angle absorption photometer (MAAP), another filter-based instru-
ment, was successfully applied to the continuous monitoring of local eBC concentrations
for more than three months [16,17]. Thus, we employed the MAAP in order to verify EC
concentrations with the help of eBC concentrations.

PyC complicates the quantification of EC. The split time is associated with the deter-
mination of PyC quantity. This study aims to find not only a relationship between EC and
various EC fractions but also the role of PyC in quantifying EC. Uncertainties have been re-
ported on the analysis of OC and EC. For example, PyC depended on how to define the split
time and on data processing in the analyzer [18]. Another example is that metal salts might
affect the quantification of OC and EC in the case of diesel exhaust particles [19]. However,
efforts are underway to quantify OC and EC using a thermal-optical transmittance or a
thermal-optical-reflectance despite such uncertainties.

In order to better understand EC quantification, we have just initiated the investigation
of PyC, the split time, EC concentration and their relationships. First, the relationship
between various EC fractions vs. EC will be examined to confirm which EC fraction
dominates EC concentration. Second, the EC concentration will be compared with the eBC
concentration for verification purposes. Third, the PyC, the EC concentration, the split time
and their relationships will be presented to find the role of the split time in quantifying PyC.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sampling of PM2.5

Samples of atmospheric aerosols were collected from 29 March 2018 to 12 May 2018 at
every 8 h by a low-volume sampler (PMS-104, APM, Bucheon, South Korea). A PM2.5 WINS
impactor was installed at the inlet of the low-volume sampler to cut off particles larger
than 2.5 µm. Sampling site is located at Korea University of Technology and Education
(KOREATECH) Byeongcheon Campus (36.765◦ N, 127.280◦ E, about 15 m high from the
ground) which lies in the middle of South Korea as shown in Figure 1. Atmospheric aerosols
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were collected on 47 mm Whatman Quartz fiber filters (QM/A, Whatman Inc., Maidstone,
UK) which had been baked at 600 ◦C for 4 h in an electric furnace before sampling.
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Figure 1. Location of sampling site at KOREATECH Byeongcheon Campus (36.765◦ N, 127.280◦ E).

2.2. eBC Measurement

The eBC mass concentration was continuously measured with a MAAP (MAAP 5012,
Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Attenuation through a filter tape was measured
together with scattering intensities at two different positions. Multiple scattering effects
were compensated for attenuation and it was converted into eBC concentration. A PM2.5
WINS impactor was also installed at the inlet of our MAAP.

2.3. EC Measurement

An OC/EC Analyzer® (Sunset Laboratory Inc., Tigard, OR, USA) was used to measure
atmospheric EC concentrations and showed information about masses of EC1, EC2, EC3,
EC4, EC5 and EC6 which are EC fractions at each temperature profiles applied.

OC and EC were quantified for 1.5 cm2 punches of the quartz filter samples using
a thermo-optical evolved gas analysis under NIOSH 5040 procedure [10,20]. Carbon
deposited on the filter was oxidized to carbon dioxide, and then reduced to methane for
detection with a flame ionization detector (FID) [19]. A laser (wavelength 670 nm) was used
to monitor transmittance through the filter [19]. The split time was set as the time at which
the transmittance returns to its initial value [19]. As shown in Table 1, most volatilized
carbon evolves in the He phase while the temperature is heated stepwise to 310 ◦C for
80 s, 475 ◦C for 80 s, 615 ◦C for 80 s and 870 ◦C for 110 s, being analyzed into four OC
fractions. The 98% He/2% O2 atmosphere is introduced after the oven cools to 550 ◦C,
and the oxidized carbon evolves at 550 ◦C for 45 s, 625 ◦C for 45 s, 700 ◦C for 45 s, 775 ◦C
for 45 s, 850 ◦C for 45 s and 870 ◦C for 110 s, being analyzed into six EC fractions, EC1,
EC2, EC3, EC4, EC5 and EC6, respectively [19]. The carbon that evolves in the oxidizing
atmosphere until the transmitted light returns to its initial value is termed as PyC, which
is subtracted from the sum of EC fractions to obtain the EC concentration [19]. In other
words, EC mass is calculated by the sum of EC1, EC2, EC3, EC4, EC5 and EC6 minus PyC.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Oxidation Quantity vs. Oxidation Temperature

A typical example of the protocol with thermogram used in our study is shown in
Figure 2a. Changes in FID signals, transmittance, absorbance and temperature are relatively
indicated and one can see that a split point is located between EC1 and EC2 fractions. The
curve in Figure 2b was adopted from another study [21] in order to explain the oxidation
quantity of carbon graphite contents increased with temperature. At low temperatures,
between 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C, the oxidation quantity is very small, while the oxidation
quantity increases from 500 ◦C to 800 ◦C, where EC1, EC2, EC3 and EC4 are quantified
as shown in Figure 2a,b. EC losses may be more pronounced with NIOSH type protocols
because the temperature of the inert He phase is higher than IMPROVE as can be seen in
Table 1. OC and EC concentrations are affected by temperature profiles. For example, EC
concentrations analyzed using IMPROVE were larger than those analyzed using NIOSH
5040 [22]. Particularly in He-Ox phase, the temperature profiles of IMPROVE is different
from that of NIOSH 5040. The EC concentrations would result in larger values if IMPROVE
protocol were employed in this study.
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Figure 2. (a) An example of relative profiles of temperature, transmittance, absorbance and FID
signals used in this study; (b) Carbon oxidation quantity as a function of temperature. The curve was
adopted from another study [21].

Reducing the temperature of inert He phase may minimize split time issues, although
OC does not completely evolve sometimes. It is difficult to determine which protocol is
proper to quantify OC and EC because there is no standard reference materials for EC.
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3.2. Comparison of EC with eBC

Figure 3 shows time series of eBC and EC concentrations. Blue line represents eBC
concentrations measured every minute and averaged with 8 h for comparison with bet-
ter display. Red circles represent EC concentrations of samples collected every 8 h as
explained earlier. The average of eBC concentrations was 1.23 µg/m3, and the average
of EC concentrations was also 1.23 µg/m3. The level of EC and eBC concentrations was
similar to the average eBC concentration measured by our group [17]. Thus, the EC and
eBC concentrations are comparable. EC concentrations are in good agreement with eBC
concentrations despite fundamental differences between the thermal-optical technique
and the filter-based light attenuation technique. Intermittent breaks in EC measurements
stemmed from the failure of the automatic low-volume sampler caused by malfunction of
an internal vacuum pump.
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Figure 3. Time series of comparison plot between EC and eBC concentrations.

3.3. Various EC Fractions

Figure 4 shows EC concentrations together with each EC fraction from EC1 to EC6.
The black bars represent EC concentrations. EC1 to EC6 fractions are shown as red, blue,
green, sky blue, white and yellow bars, respectively. When the sum from EC1 to EC6
is larger than EC, it is regarded as being overestimated than the actual amount of EC
collected by the analysis process. The difference between EC and the sum from EC1 to
EC6 is calculated to be PyC as explained earlier. As a matter of fact, PyC was observed
to be sometimes prominent as can be seen in Figure 4. PyC values sometimes reached up
to 50% of the sum from EC1 to EC6 fractions. However, the high PyC values were not
unreasonable because the EC concentration was similar to eBC concentration measured
when PyC was high. In this study, the dominant fractions of the EC turned out to be EC1,
EC2 and EC3, which implies that carbon was oxidized mostly at relatively low temperature.
Ambient organic aerosols may exist as highly viscous semi-solids or amorphous glassy
solids [23]. High viscous state can result in the decrease in diffusion as can be inferred
from the Stokes–Einstein equation, so that diffusional mixing can subdue. The suppressed
diffusion can prevent the oxygen from contacting with the EC on filter. This is valid in
ambient temperature range. Once the ambient organic aerosols are introduced into the
analyzer, the temperature surrounding the aerosols increases to 310 ◦C at OC1 step in He
phase, and further increases up to 870 ◦C at EC6 step in He-Ox phase. In these temperature
ranges, most of the ambient organic aerosols are prone to be vaporized or volatilized. The
viscosity of gaseous organic compounds increases as temperature increases. Consequently,
the high viscous state may cause the inhibition of the oxygen from touching the EC at
some high temperatures, for example, 850 ◦C in EC5 step, and 775 ◦C in EC4 step. This is
why EC4 and EC5 fractions turned out to be minor fractions in this study. EC6 fractions
outstood intermittently during the measurement period. The EC6 fraction is calculated
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from the area of FID signal, where the oven temperature is maintained at 870 ◦C. This
means that some portion of carbon fraction was reluctant to react with oxygen at some
temperatures, but rather was oxidized at 870 ◦C. EC6 was excluded in the comparison
study. Thus, we considered only EC1, EC2 and EC3 for comparison as follows.
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Figure 4. EC concentrations and EC fractions obtained through EGA in this study.

Figure 5 shows the correlation of EC fractions and their combinations with the EC
mass concentration. It was possible to determine a dominant EC fraction in EC mass
concentration. As shown in Figure 5a, EC1, EC2 and EC3 concentrations versus EC mass
concentration together with linear regression fitting curves demonstrated the contribution
of individual EC fraction to EC. Figure 5b presents EC1 + EC2 concentrations versus
EC mass concentration, which show the effect of the carbon oxidation at relatively low
temperature. Figure 5c shows EC1 + EC3 concentrations versus EC mass concentration.
Figure 5d shows EC2 + EC3 concentrations versus EC mass concentration. Figure 5e shows
EC1 + EC2 + EC3 concentrations versus EC mass concentration. The slope, y-intercept, their
standard deviations and R2 of each graph are shown in Table 2. The slope of linear fitting
curve of EC1 versus EC was the lowest, which implies that EC1 contributed to EC less than
EC2 and EC3 did. Among EC1, EC2 and EC3, the slope of linear fitting curve of EC3 versus
EC was the highest and R2 of EC3 versus EC was the highest, too. Therefore, EC3 turned
out to be the dominant fraction for the quantification of EC in the present study. As can be
seen in Figure 5b–d and Table 2, EC1 + EC3 versus EC exhibited the highest correlation,
while EC1 + EC2 versus EC showed the lowest correlation. The slope of the linear fitting
curve of EC1 + EC2 + EC3 versus EC was larger than 1 as can be seen in Figure 5e and
Table 2. This implies that EC1 + EC2 + EC3 was overestimated in comparison with EC.
The comparison result on the correlations of EC fractions and their combinations with
EC mass concentrations suggests that EC3 is the most dominant fraction to compose EC
mass concentration. That is, EC3 is the most ‘appropriately’ correlated with EC as a single
fraction, and is oxidized to CO2 at 700 ◦C. EC1 + EC3, among others, as a combination of
multiple fractions is the ‘best’ correlated with EC.
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Table 2. Summary of linear regression on the EC fractions and their combination versus EC concentrations.

Slope y-int R2

EC1 vs. EC 0.047 ± 0.006 0.160 ± 0.010 0.496
EC2 vs. EC 0.302 ± 0.039 −0.009 ± 0.060 0.519
EC3 vs. EC 0.860 ± 0.077 0.022 ± 0.119 0.688

EC1+EC2 vs. EC 0.349 ± 0.038 1.151 ± 0.059 0.601
EC2+EC3 vs. EC 1.162 ± 0.112 0.013 ± 0.173 0.657
EC1+EC3 vs. EC 0.906 ± 0.077 0.182 ± 0.118 0.715

EC1+EC2+EC3 vs. EC 1.209 ± 0.111 0.174 ± 0.171 0.679

3.4. PyC, Split Time and EC Concentration

PyC can be formed due to various reasons. PyC is present mainly in the He-Ox phase,
where, pre-oxygen (Pre-Ox) split time is defined. In this study, the Pre-Ox split time ranged
from 330 s to 390 s. PyC may be exceptionally created in the He phase. There are several
reasons why PyC is created in the He phase. Oxygen may leak in the He phase due to
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electrical issues or the malfunction of sensors installed in the OC/EC analyzer. Loose
fitting of connectors and extremely small amount of oxygen in the helium gas are potential
causes of Pre-Ox split time that may constantly provide oxygen to a sample cell during
the He phase and consequently are regarded as instrument-specific issues [24]. Another
reason may be that the presence of metal salts in the samples caused the Pre-Ox split
time issue. It was reported that metal salts reduced the temperature required to make
EC [19]. Thus, metal salts may enhance the charring of OC. Post-oxygen (Post-Ox) split
time ranged from 440 s to 500 s in this study, where 2% of oxygen is included in the He
base environment. No split time is defined between 390 s and 440 s because the He phase is
changed into the He-Ox phase. It is interesting to note that negative PyC exists sometimes.
Figure 6a shows the split times at various EC concentrations. When EC concentration was
higher than 3 µg/m3, only Post-Ox split times were present. When EC concentration was
lower than 3 µg/m3, however, Pre-Ox split times were present together with Post-Ox split
times between 300 s to 500 s. In addition, Pre-Ox split times were clearly separated with
Post-Ox split times due to mode change from He phase to He-Ox phase. In Figure 6b, PyC
is plotted as a function of split time. As for Pre-Ox split times, PyC was nearly zero or
negative. As for Post-Ox split times, however, PyC showed non-zero values at high split
times. This trend was observed in the other study [25]. Figure 6c shows that negative PyC
was observed at EC concentration lower than 3 µg/m3. This is reasonable because negative
PyC can be observed only at Pre-Ox split times and Pre-Ox split times are present only
for EC concentration lower than 3 µg/m3 in the present study as shown in Figure 6a. Split
time of 360 s corresponds to Pre-Ox split time and only OC is involved in the analysis of
carbonaceous aerosols. In contrast, 450 s and 495 s are involved in the analysis of EC1
and EC2, respectively. The amount of carbon oxidation in EC1 and EC2 states are small as
inferred from Figure 2b. Therefore, EC1 and EC2 did not contribute to EC concentration
much. However, it is obvious that the amount of carbon oxidation in EC3 is larger than
those in EC1 and EC2 as can be seen in Figure 2b. It is noted that the oxidation quantity is
dramatically increased at 700 ◦C as shown in Figure 2b. This is why EC3 mainly contributed
to EC concentration. As for Post-Ox split time as shown in Figure 6b, the longer the split
time, the larger amount of PyC was observed.
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As explained in Figure 6b, PyC was correlated with the split time. Figure 7a shows
the relationship between PyC and the split time obtained in this study. A linear regression
analysis for Post-Ox split time shows that the slope is 0.039 ± 0.007. Figure 7b is the PyC vs.
split time adopted from another research group [25]. Linear regression analysis for Post-Ox
split time from 673 s to 751 s shows that the slope is 0.007 ± 0.0007. It is noted that PyC is
mainly positive for Post-Ox split time for both cases. It is difficult to directly compare our
results to the other research group’s results because different protocols were employed. We
used the NIOSH 5040 protocol, while the other group did the EUSARR2. In addition, the
ranges of split time and the EC concentration were different from each other. It is certain
that PyC is not zero any more at Post-Ox split time. Perhaps further study needs to better
understand the rigorous relation between PyC and split time.
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3.5. Limitations of this Study

This study shows PyC, EC concentration, split time and their relationships based on
the analysis of samples collected for about 45 days, which is short to address seasonality on
the relationships. The samples were collected at a university in the middle of Korea. Thus,
the EC fractions obtained in this study reflect only a specific situation in Korea. Samples
from various locations need to be analyzed in order to understand the spatial variation of
PyC, EC, split time and their relationships, which is beyond the scope of this study.

4. Conclusions

A thermal-optical analysis was applied to deriving the correlation with respect to
light-absorbing carbon based on EC and its fractions included in PM2.5 at KOREATECH,
Byeongcheon Campus. The eBC was measured by the MAAP and samples were simultane-
ously collected with a sampler for OC/EC analysis. One of factors that made quantification
of PyC difficult was the occurrence of Pre-Ox split time presumably caused by metal
salts, mechanical failure of the analyzer, etc. Some EC fractions and their combinations
were correlated with EC concentration. We examined the relationship between PyC and
EC concentrations with respect to the split time. PyC was correlated with Post-Ox split
times, while PyC was close to zero for Pre-Ox split times. We investigated the relationship
between EC concentration and various EC fractions. EC3 and EC1 + EC3 turned out to
be the dominant fractions for the quantification of EC in the present study. The hallmark
of this study is that we examined the relationship between PyC and EC concentrations
with respect to split time under NIOSH 5040 protocol for the first time as far as the authors
know. PyC should be considered for the case of Post-Ox split times. Though this study was
limited to a 45 days-long campaign, it was possible to observe the correlation between PyC
and split time. Extensive sampling at various places and longer time is needed in order to
identify temporal and spatial variations of PyC, EC and split time, which will be of interest
for our future study. We believe that our study contributes to triggering active discussion
about how to standardize the quantification of carbonaceous aerosols.
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